Earthquake strengthen
YOUR HOUSE
REVISED 2015

Ways to make your house better cope with earthquakes
Two of the Earth’s great tectonic plates collide beneath the Wellington region, generating the earthquakes that are so familiar to the people who live here.

Fortunately there are many things we can do to minimise damage to our homes and help ensure our families stay safe when the ground shakes.

The Wellington City Council booklet “Earthquake Strengthen your House” provides very clear and practical information on what to do to strengthen your property, along with where to go for help if you need it.

Everything we do to improve the strength of our homes helps build the capacity of our families, communities and our country to withstand the destructive force of earthquakes.

It something we can all contribute to and EQC is very pleased to support the Council’s commitment to a resilient region.

Earthquake Commission
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Let’s talk about earthquake strengthening your house

Depending on how and when your house was built, there may be things that you can do to make it more resilient to earthquakes.

This guide explains the stresses that earthquakes place on houses, and some risk factors that might make your home more or less susceptible to damage.

It also gives practical guidance on things you can do to your house that may reduce the risk of damage in an earthquake.
If you consider all the fault lines beneath the Greater Wellington region, a major earthquake takes place every 150 years on average.

Earthquakes here are caused by movement at the boundary of the Pacific and Australian plates. These are parts of the outer layer of the earth that move into and against each other at a rate of about 4 cm per year.

The last big earthquake (about 8.2 magnitude) was on the Wairarapa Fault in 1855. The land moved 18 m sideways and 6 m vertically. It affected the whole region – land and seafloor near Wellington harbour rose about 1–1.5 m.

The Wellington Fault ruptures every 700–1000 years. The last one was 200–400 years ago. The likelihood of a big earthquake on this fault in the next century is estimated to be about 10-15%.

Could my house be at risk?

Earthquakes can cause violent movement both sideways and up and down. In addition to this rapid shaking, we can expect that in some areas:

- unstable ground will slump and fall, particularly on hillsides
- the ground will crack and pull apart
- liquid and silt will rise up from the ground – a process called liquefaction – particularly near rivers and the coast.

**LIQUEFACTION**

Soils most likely to liquefy are low-density sands and silts in an area with a high water table.

During an earthquake, the loose granular soil behaves like a liquid. It cannot support the weight of the surface layers of soil or concrete above it. The liquid is forced up through cracks and flows to the surface, taking sand and silt with it.

Liquefaction can result in:

- settlement of the land surface (and all or part of a building) due to underground soil compaction and ejection of sand
- loss of support to building foundations
- surface soil close to sloping ground (such as riverbanks) sliding sideways – this is called lateral spreading.

**OTHER HAZARDS**

Our region is also vulnerable to hazards caused by an earthquake, such as tsunamis and falling rocks and boulders. Be aware of these hazards and where they are likely to occur, and the likely impact they will have on your home and your surroundings.

What can happen to my house?

The effect an earthquake will have on your house depends on things such as its age, construction materials and techniques, layout, the type of ground it is built on, what maintenance you have done and whether your contents are secured.

The damage sustained by houses in an earthquake is generally due to inertia – where the mass of the house cannot respond to the shaking as quickly as the ground beneath.

Most homes in the Greater Wellington region are built using timber framing, which is a lightweight construction with less inertia that can better withstand earthquake shaking. Houses built from brick and other heavy materials have higher mass. Unreinforced brick houses are more likely to be damaged.

Learnings from Christchurch

The Canterbury earthquakes showed that some buildings or building features are more likely to be damaged than others. These include:

- houses on the hills with large open internal spaces and large glazed windows along one wall, if the back wall has a lot fewer windows
- additions that are poorly fixed to the original house, especially if they are on different types of foundations
- houses with irregular shapes or several split levels
- houses with old building techniques, such as lath and plaster or unreinforced masonry. Houses with double skin brickwork and unreinforced concrete block walls suffered severe damage in Christchurch.

Some buildings performed well, including:

- houses with simple shapes
- houses with timber claddings, such as weatherboards
- houses with lightweight roofing materials (such as corrugated steel or metal tiles).
How can I limit damage to my house?

There may be things you can do now to reduce the risk of damage to your home during a major earthquake.

In the next few pages, this guide shows you ways you can upgrade your home to better cope with a major earthquake.

A COST EFFECTIVE APPROACH

Some earthquake upgrades take considerable time and cost to complete. If you’re considering renovating your home, making upgrades as part of a larger renovation saves time, inconvenience and is a lot more cost effective.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

All new building work in New Zealand must comply with the Building Code. This doesn’t tell you how to design or build something; instead, it tells you how a new building must perform.

If the house upgrade is structural or if it affects the weathertightness of the building, the work is likely to fall into the category of ‘restricted building work’. This means that you must employ licensed building practitioners (LBPs) supervise or carry out the work. Registered architects, chartered professional engineers or a design LBP will be required to undertake the design work.

If you do restricted work yourself, you must complete a statutory declaration before you start the work, and future buyers of your house will be able to find out about the work you have done.

Minor repairs and maintenance that don’t fall into the ‘restricted’ category can be done the same as before.

KNOW YOUR SKILL LEVEL

Work on the foundations, walls and roof framing of a house is not something to be taken lightly. Poor quality building work could have a negative effect on property values or your ability to sell your house. Only consider tackling the bigger upgrades yourself if you have the appropriate experience. For many homeowners, calling a chartered professional engineer or a licensed building practitioner will be the best course of action.

MORE INFORMATION

If you have any doubts about how your house would cope in a large earthquake, especially if it is on sloping ground or has more than one type of foundation, consult a chartered professional engineer.

You can find a list of chartered professional engineers online at www.registrationauthority.org.nz

Contacts for other building professionals are listed on page 22.
Under the floor

DAMAGED OR DECAYED PILE FOUNDATIONS

Problem

If your house sits on timber or concrete piles but it is not properly supported, it can fall off the piles during an earthquake.

To check

Look under your house. You should see short timber or concrete posts embedded in the ground that support the rest of your house. These are piles. Piles support the bearers, which in turn support the joists under the floor of your house.

Check your piles are in good order. The piles should stand upright and be regularly spaced, and evenly support the bearers.

Timber piles should not show signs of rot or borer damage. You can check for rot by jabbing a screwdriver or knife into the pile - it shouldn’t go in. Concrete piles should not be cracked or crumbling.

Check that your piles are not weakened or exposed by ground excavation or by being too close to the top of a bank.

Solution

If your piles are damaged, misaligned or undermined, they need to be repaired or replaced. This isn’t an easy task, so get professional advice.

MORE INFORMATION

BRANZ Bulletin 536 from www.branz.co.nz
POOR PILE/FOUNDATION CONNECTIONS

The problem
If your house is not properly tied to its pile foundation it can slide off the piles in an earthquake.

To check
Check the connections between the bearers and the piles, and between bearers and joists. They should be in good condition and not loose, rusted or broken.

The solution
Add or repair your pile connections.

Concrete piles:
Concrete piles should have a hole through them near the top, roughly the same distance from the top and each side of the pile.

Wire should be threaded through the hole and fixed to the opposite sides of the bearer.

Timber piles:
The timber pile and bearer should be connected together using Z-nails, one on each side of the pile and bearer. Place skew nails into the bearer to fix it to the top face of the pile.

Make sure you connect all your piles to bearers.

If you have no pile connections at all, you should consult a building professional.

Remember
- Use galvanised wire and fasteners unless you live within 500 metres of a coastline or harbour, in which case Z-nails and skew nails should be made of stainless steel so they don’t rust.
- There are special fixings on the market that can be fitted to existing timber and concrete piles.

MORE INFORMATION
BRANZ Bulletin 536 from www.branz.co.nz
UNBRACED PILE FOUNDATIONS

Problem
If your house is not braced to its piles, it can topple over in an earthquake.

To check
Look under your house and check if your piles are braced. If you see diagonal timber braces between the piles and bearers or joists, your house may be sufficiently braced. Houses built since 1980 may already have bracing or anchor piles, which are deep enough to stop them toppling over.

Next, check the outside perimeter of your foundations. If your house has no perimeter walls or only horizontal boards, you may benefit from additional foundation bracing.

If your house has concrete corner walls, consider adding bracing, especially if the walls are more than 600 mm tall.

If your house has a concrete perimeter foundation wall, your house may already be sufficiently braced. Just check that the wall is not cracked or crumbling and that the timber framing is still adequately connected to the wall and that the fasteners have not rusted away. If the wall is cracked, your pile foundations may have moved, so check them carefully.

Solution
Consult a chartered professional engineer to design the right bracing solution for your house, which may be timber or sheet bracing.

With timber bracing, braces at a slope of not more than 45° are fixed between piles and bearers/joists or concrete corner walls. (Each brace is connected to the underfloor framing that runs parallel to it, whether that is a bearer or joist.)

With sheet bracing, material such as treated plywood or fibre-cement is used to bring rigidity and strength to the structure. Leave gaps or openings for under floor ventilation.

MORE INFORMATION
BRANZ Bulletin 536 from www.branz.co.nz
UNBRACED FRAMING UNDER THE FLOOR

Problem
Wall framing and jack studs under a floor (see diagram below) are vulnerable to sideways motion and should be braced to prevent them from moving in an earthquake.

To check
Check if your under floor framing is braced (see the drawing on page 8).

If your exterior cladding is a sheet material, as long as it’s in good condition and well fixed to the framing, this is likely to provide some under floor bracing.

If you don’t have either of these, you need to add bracing.

Solution
To brace framing under a floor, nail a bracing sheet to the inside of the frame.

Alternatively, replace the existing exterior cladding with a sheet cladding that also acts as a bracing sheet.

An example of where the under floor framing has failed in an earthquake causing the house to collapse.

Sheet bracing to perimeter foundation wall.
**DAMAGED UNDER FLOOR FRAMING**

**Problem**
A damaged under floor frame has greatly reduced strength and can collapse in an earthquake.

**To check**
Due to the hills around the region, many houses are built on a slope and use timber frames to support the floor. Under floor areas are often used for storage. You should see piles, then a timber frame and then your floor joists.

Look at the timber frame for signs of damage, rot or borer infestation.

You can test the strength of the timber with a knife or screwdriver. If it is soft or breaks easily under the blade, the frame must be repaired.

If part of the frame is damaged or broken, it must be strengthened or replaced.

If the frame has borer holes, you can treat the timber with insecticide, preferably injected into the flight holes, to stop the attack.

**Solution**
Always consult a professional before dismantling, repairing or replacing any part of the under floor framing.

**UNREINFORCED SLAB FOUNDATION**

**Problem**
Solid concrete slab foundations cannot topple like pile foundations, but they are shallow and can be badly cracked by ground slumps and liquefaction, especially if the slab is unreinforced.

**To check**
Check if you have concrete slab foundations.

Unlike pile foundations, concrete slab foundations are solid and are supported by the surface layer of ground.

It is difficult to tell if a concrete slab is unreinforced by examining it, but your local council may have building details on file.

**Solution**
If you know you have an unreinforced concrete slab foundation, consult a chartered professional engineer or foundation specialist and ask for advice. Your options are likely to be limited.

**Remember**
- A properly reinforced slab can better withstand earthquake effects.

---

Borer beetle attack to wall framing timbers weakens the house frame.

Unreinforced concrete slab foundations can crack in an earthquake if the ground spreads beneath the slab.
UNBRACED OR DAMAGED POLE CONSTRUCTION

Problem

Damaged, or poorly designed or constructed pole structures can twist and collapse in an earthquake, severely damaging or even collapsing the house above.

To check

Because of sloping ground or a split-level, some houses have a large area below the floor supported by a pole structure. These areas are often open and on steep ground.

Check if your pole construction is braced. You should see diagonal bracing timber bolted in place between adjacent poles.

Your poles and braces should all be in good condition and well connected, with no broken or split timber and no missing or corroded fasteners. Check the timber in the ground is also in good condition.

Solution

You should ask a building professional or engineer to inspect your house and advise on the best bracing option for your situation.

As a guide, if more than one side of the space is open, you will likely need bracing.
UNREINFORCED MASONRY WALLS

Problem
Unreinforced brick and masonry walls are very likely to collapse in a big earthquake.

To check
Unreinforced masonry was a common form of wall construction in Wellington and the Wairarapa in the past.
At greatest risk of earthquake damage are old double brick walls (two rows of brick with a gap between but no timber frame – see photograph below) and concrete block walls with no steel reinforcing inside.

As a guide, if you have external brick or block walls and your house was built before 1950, you probably have unreinforced masonry walls.

If you have a more recent brick house, your masonry is likely to be a veneer - the brick wall is tied to a timber frame behind. These perform much better in earthquakes.

Solution
Consult a professional engineer for advice on reinforcing or replacing any unreinforced brick or masonry walls.

UNBRACED WALL LININGS

Problem
Old wall linings should not be relied on to provide bracing.

To check
If you have one of the very old Wellington homes with lath and plaster or scrim on sarking, consider relining your walls. Properly fixed plasterboard linings will add structural stiffness and strength to your house.

It can be difficult to tell if your house uses these old linings. You may be able to check by carefully inspecting the edges of a removed power point or light switch. Check if you can see evidence of lath (wooden strips) under the plaster or scrim (a coarse jute fabric – see photograph below).

The age of the house is also an indication.

Solution
Reline your walls with plasterboard.

Either remove the existing lining and replace it with plasterboard or apply new plasterboard directly over the old lining, taking care to fix it properly to the framing behind.

These are both big jobs. Ask a professional for advice on how to best remove your old lining and install new plasterboard to provide good bracing.
UNRESTRAINED WATER STORAGE, WATER HEATERS

Problem
An unrestrained hot water cylinder or heat pump water heater can move and cause a lot of damage during an earthquake either from its mass or from leaking water.

To check
Look around the sides and top of your hot water cylinder or heat pump water heater to check if it has retaining blocks and straps or other means to prevent it from moving (such as close-fitting shelves around internal cylinders).

Heat pump water heaters usually stand outside the house against the wall with rigid plumbing into the house.

Solution
Fit two vertical timber blocks up the full length of the cylinder or heater. Attach them to the wall frame and make sure they fit snugly between the wall and the cylinder or heater. Tighten two 25 x 1 mm galvanised steel straps around the top and bottom of the cylinder or heater and attach them securely to the wall frame. If the capacity of your cylinder or water heater is more than 200 litres, add a third strap.

For outdoor restraints, make sure all straps and fasteners are corrosion resistant.

For internal cylinders that can be restrained in a corner, you can nail or screw timber-retaining blocks to the floor or shelf supporting the cylinder. Glue timber blocks to the walls, so they fit snugly between the wall and cylinder at the top and bottom of the cylinder. Place 8 mm screw hooks into your wall frame near the top and on both sides of the cylinder. Attach a 6 mm turnbuckle to one hook and cut a length of 25 x 1 mm metal strap so it fits around the cylinder. Connect the strap to the other hook and use a turnbuckle to make it tight (see drawings at right).

Remember
- Some houses use a gas califont to heat water and don’t have a hot water cylinder.
- You can buy kits from hardware stores that contain the strap, screws and turnbuckle you need to secure your hot water cylinder.

MORE INFORMATION
You can find out how to quake safe the contents of your home at www.eq-iq.org.nz

热水器与固定装置

热力储存或加热器

固定装置
固定方式

方法

更多信息

您可以访问www.eq-iq.org.nz了解如何确保您家中的物品在地震时的稳定性。
UNSECURED EXTERNAL HEAT PUMP

Problem

An unrestrained external heat pump unit can move during an earthquake, damaging the house and causing the heat pump to fail.

To check

Inspect the base of your heat pump’s outdoor unit. Check it sits level, is fully supported and is securely fastened to either the wall frame or a solid base.

When mounted on a base, the external heat pump unit can either sit on a cast concrete pad, such as a foundation or driveway, a wooden surface, such as a deck or balcony, or a single heavy pre-cast slab.

Solution

Most heat pump manufacturers provide proprietary mounting options. To mount the heat pump to a concrete pad or pre-cast concrete slab, secure the proprietary rails to the concrete using stainless steel masonry anchors. When using a pre-cast slab, ensure the slab measures at least 950 x 450 x 50 mm.

To mount the heat pump to a wooden surface, fix the mounting rails into the deck or balcony joists with stainless steel screws. Alternatively, fix two treated timber supports to the deck or balcony joists with stainless steel screws and attach the proprietary mounting rails to the timber supports.

To mount to an external wall, bolt the proprietary wall mounting brackets to the wall or foundation using stainless steel masonry anchors or screw bolts.

In each case, attach the heat pump to the proprietary mount once it is secure.
UNSECURED SOLID FUEL HEATER

Problem
An unrestrained freestanding solid fuel heater can move or topple during an earthquake, posing a severe fire risk.

To check
Inspect the base of your solid fuel heater. Check it sits evenly on top of a raised area of fireproof flooring, such as bricks, concrete or ceramic tiles.

Check your burner is securely fastened to your house’s foundations or floor joists below the floor protector. When it is cool, try to rock the burner slightly. If it moves, it is not correctly installed.

Solution
All solid fuel heaters should include New Zealand installation instructions that you must follow exactly.

Install an area of raised fireproof floor protection, making sure you have at least the minimum recommended clearances from walls and other heat sensitive materials.

Correctly locate the heater on the floor protector and use corrosion resistant sleeve anchors to bolt the base of the heater to the foundation or timber sub-frame of the house, passing through the floor protector. Most heater manufacturers recommend at least four 8 mm Dynabolts.

Remember
- You need a building consent to install or replace any solid fuel heater and a qualified technician must certify it before it is used.
- Any new solid fuel heater installation must also comply with the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality.

MORE INFORMATION
You can find a qualified installer for gas and solid fuel burners at the New Zealand Home Heating Association website www.nzhha.co.nz
UNREINFORCED MASONRY CHIMNEY

Problem
Many homes built before the 1970s have a brick or concrete masonry chimney, although the fireplace may no longer be used.

In an earthquake, these chimneys can collapse and cause damage to the house below. Cracked chimneys can also start house fires if open fireplaces are still used.

To check
Have a close look at your chimney. If it is a lightweight metal flue there is little risk, but if it is a heavy brick or older concrete chimney it is likely to be unreinforced, and you should have it checked by a professional engineer.

If you see cracks, or loose or broken bricks, masonry or plaster, or if the chimney is leaning over or has a twist, these are signs that you have a more serious problem that needs immediate attention. Contact a building professional for advice.

Solution
Consider replacing the chimney with a modern metal flue version. Or, if you haven’t used the chimney for some time, think about removing it entirely.

You may be able to remove your unreinforced masonry or concrete chimney without a building consent. However a carpentry licensed building practitioner must carry out the work and specific conditions apply. Talk to your Council about your plans and they will advise you about what consents (if any) you will need.

Remember
- Brick chimneys built after 1990 use a reinforced concrete flue within the brickwork and are tied to the house framing to prevent collapse.

MORE INFORMATION
You can find more information about consents to remove an unreinforced masonry or concrete chimney by contacting your local council. If you live in Wellington City see page 23 for more information.
ROOFSPACE BELOW A MASONRY CHIMNEY

Problem
A collapsing brick or masonry chimney can damage or break through the roof or ceiling below.

To check
If you cannot replace the chimney, you should strengthen the roof space below to protect your house and its occupants.

Solution
First, check the strength of the existing rafters and ceiling joists. If the ceiling is not properly supported, for example, you may need to add a timber beam – sometimes called a strongback – to the roofspace.

Then, lay lengths of timber across the tops of the ceiling joists near the chimney. The timber must be close to the chimney, but it is acceptable to leave small gaps between each length.

The timber should extend roughly the same distance as the height of the chimney in all directions.

UNBRACED GABLE-ENDED ROOF

Problem
An unbraced gable end (a triangle-shaped area of wall at one end of the roof) with a brick veneer attached may be damaged by severe earthquake shaking.

To check
Look in the roof space inside your gable end. You should see diagonal pieces of timber or metal bracing your roof.

The braces should either cross your rafters from the top of the gable down to the ceiling at the opposite end, or connect from the peak of the roof down to your ceiling frame through the ceiling space.

Check the braces are tightly attached each end. If they cross your rafters, make sure they are tightly attached to each one.

Solution
If any gable-end braces are broken or missing, install new ones. Attach a brace from the peak of your gable end to the ceiling framing below on about a 45° angle. Place braces from both gable ends to create a pair. Add extra brace pairs down the central ridgeline.

Remember
- If you have more than one gable end, brace them all.

An example of additional roof bracing.

A double skin brick gable end. These are prone to damage in an earthquake.
LOOSE CONCRETE OR CLAY ROOF TILES

Problem
Clay or concrete tiles are heavy and can damage each other and your roof in an earthquake if not properly secured.

To check
Look in the roof space of your house.
Check your tiles are fastened to horizontal pieces of timber in the roof. These are called battens.
Your tiles will likely be tied to the battens with wire, but some tiles can be fastened with clips, nails or screws.
If your roof has underlay, you will not be able to easily see the underside of the tiles, but you should still be able to check the tie to the battens.
Check each tile to make sure the fastenings are in good condition and not loose, rusted or broken.

Solution
Replace damaged connecting ties with the same style of wire, clip, nail or screw, or install the correct new ones if they are missing.
When fastening with wire, use galvanised wire and thread the wire through the lugs on the tile, wrap it around the lower batten, and twist the wire together firmly with pliers.
Make sure you fasten at least every second tile - every tile is even better.

Remember
- If you live within 500 metres of the coast, use stainless steel fastenings so they don’t rust.
- Concrete and clay roof tiles have a useful life of about 60–70 years, so if you have a house built before 1950 with original tiles, they may need replacing soon.
- If you are thinking of replacing your roof, consider using lighter materials, such as sheet metal or metal tiles.
UNRESTRAINED HEADER TANK

Problem

Some houses use a tank to feed water into the hot water cylinder. This header tank is very heavy when full of water and can cause a lot of damage if it moves in an earthquake.

To check

If you have a header tank, it will be outside on top of the roof or inside the roof space. If you have a low-pitch roof, it will be outside.

As a quick check, if you have a disc-shaped device connected to a pipe to your hot water cylinder, you probably don’t have a header tank. This device is a pressure-reducing valve (see photograph below right), which does the same job as the tank.

Houses built after 1985 are less likely to have a header tank.

Solution

Bolt or nail the header tank platform to the roof or ceiling frame.

Nail timber blocks to the platform at the base of the tank tray to stop it sliding.

The drawing at right shows you what should be done for tanks in the roof space. With tanks on the roof, the straps may weaken with long sun exposure and should be replaced regularly.

Remember

- If your header tank is on the roof and you live within 500 m of the coast, use stainless steel fasteners to stop them rusting.
- If you’re renovating or replacing your hot water cylinder, replace your header tank with a pressure-reducing valve at the same time.
- An empty and unused header tank poses little earthquake risk, but it’s best to remove it if possible.
4 Grounds and surroundings

DAMAGED RETAINING WALL

Problem
In hilly areas, retaining walls damaged in an earthquake can allow the land to slump and slide behind them.

To check
You may have timber or concrete retaining walls above, on or below your property holding back earth on a slope or at a change of level.

Look at the retaining wall from the end. Check that the wall is upright or leans slightly into the slope.

Look for missing timber or concrete, and for cracks and signs of damage.

Solution
Ask a chartered professional engineer for advice before repairing or replacing a retaining wall.

Remember
- If you build a retaining wall more than 1.5 m high you need a building consent.
- A retaining wall that has buildings or carparking or a road just above it also requires a building consent.

OLD PIPES AND CABLES

Problem
Service pipes and cables for water, sewage, stormwater, electricity and gas can break during an earthquake.

To check
If you have old earthenware sewage or stormwater pipes, consider replacing them with modern plastic pipes that are less likely to break. Old pipes are especially vulnerable on hillsides where ground movement is more likely.

Check if your electrical connection is above ground. It’s a thick black cable that runs overhead from the street, and it should be securely fixed to your house with a strain relief connection. Do not touch the cable or its connections.

Do not confuse this cable with overhead data cables that are also found in many parts of the region.

Solution
Always ask a professional to repair or replace the services to your home. Consult a plumber or drainlayer about your pipes and an electrician about your cables.

Remember
- Find out where the water and gas lines enter your property and how to turn them off after an earthquake.
More information

SECURE YOUR HOME CONTENTS
You can find out how to quake safe the contents of your home on the website of the Earthquake Commission (EQC)
www.eq-iq.org.nz

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Wellington City commercial and apartment building owners may find this publication useful as it helps answer a number of questions on earthquake prone buildings. Copies are available from the Council’s web site or for a print copy email eqpbuildingproject@wcc.govt.nz
www.wellington.govt.nz

WHAT TO DO IN AN EARTHQUAKE
You can find information about what you should do when an earthquake strikes on the Getthru website.
www.getthru.govt.nz
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT EARTHQUAKES

You can find great information about earthquakes in New Zealand on the website of GNS Science, a Crown research institute.

GNS has produced several YouTube videos, including one about the tectonic plates that cause our earthquakes, and another specifically about the Wellington fault.

www.gns.cri.nz

EARTHQUAKE HAZARD MAPS AND FACT SHEETS

You can find maps and fact sheets for Kapiti, Porirua, Hutt Valley and Wellington on the website of the Greater Wellington Regional Council.

www.gw.govt.nz

FINDING A LICENSED BUILDING PRACTITIONER

You can search online for a licensed building practitioner in your area.

www.business.govt.nz/lbp

FINDING A CHARTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER

You can search online for a chartered professional engineer in your area.

www.registrationauthority.org.nz

FINDING AN NZIA REGISTERED ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE

You can search online for an NZIA registered architectural practice in your area.

www.architecturenz.net

BRANZ RESEARCH

You can find information about how BRANZ engineers helped out after the Canterbury earthquakes, and about how to strengthen the foundations of your home, on the BRANZ website.

www.branz.co.nz
REMOVING CHIMNEYS IN WELLINGTON CITY

If you want to remove an unreinforced masonry or concrete chimney, to make your building safer in an earthquake for example, you may be exempt from needing a building consent under Schedule 1 of the Building Act 2004. However, in some situations you may need a resource consent.

Complying with the District Plan

You may need a resource consent if your building is heritage-listed on the District Plan, within a heritage or character area, or an area where consent is required for pre-1930s demolitions.

For more information, phone a Council planner on 04 801 3590 or email planning@wcc.govt.nz

Exemption from building consent

A building consent is not needed to remove an unreinforced masonry or concrete chimney if the following conditions apply.

- Removing chimneys from buildings of no more than three storeys and will not have an adverse effect on the primary structure of the building.
- The chimney is not a common joint chimney stack that forms part of, and is integral to, a masonry inter-tenancy fire wall between two semi-detached dwellings.
- The chimney does not provide structural support to an upper floor or roof structure.
- If the work for the removal of the chimney requires an opening to be made to the external weatherproof claddings, the building is to be made weathertight using appropriate framing and cladding materials. All such work is to be completed using acceptable trade practices, including making good all gaps and holes in the floors, ceilings and internal partitions.

For more detailed information, visit dbh.govt.nz/bc-no-consent and check out Number 31 – Removal of a building element.

Advising the Council of works

Once a chimney is removed you may choose to advise the Council of the work that was done so your property record can be amended to reflect the removal. To advise the Council, complete the “Notice of Removal of Unreinforced Masonry or Concrete Chimney” form on the Council website - Wellington.govt.nz/removechimney

Building Consent

If the removal of a chimney will not meet the criteria above, a building consent will be required. For more information, contact the Building Compliance & Consents team on 04 801 4311 or email bcc@wcc.govt.nz

Earthquake-prone buildings

Partial removal of an unreinforced masonry or concrete chimney may not meet the requirements of the earthquake-prone building legislation.

The remaining portion of the chimney and any other identified structural element will require certification by a registered chartered structural engineer and be accepted by the Council as not being earthquake-prone.

The earthquake-prone building status of the building will remain until the status of the remaining part of the chimney and other structural elements has been resolved.
Notes
Prepared Communities

The Wellington region faces a number of potential hazards, such as earthquakes, tsunami, and flooding. We can’t remove these hazards, but we can take steps to reduce the impacts of an emergency event, and prepare ourselves to recover more quickly and comfortably.

It’s Easy: Prepared Households

*It’s Easy: Prepared Households* is a step-by-step guide to help you understand some of our main hazards, and prepare your household for a disaster. Get everyone in your household together to work through this guide. Different circumstances will affect how hazards could impact you, which means you need to consider how your situation will affect how you get prepared. Download a copy at [www.getprepared.org.nz/households](http://www.getprepared.org.nz/households) or email/call us and we’ll send you a copy.

It’s Easy: Prepared Neighbours

Once you have your household sorted, you and your neighbours should develop some basic emergency plans for your street. Our *Prepared Neighbours guide* will help you connect with the people living around you and provide an easy to use framework for planning a community-driven emergency response on your street. Download a copy at [www.getprepared.org.nz/neighbours](http://www.getprepared.org.nz/neighbours) or email/call us and we’ll send you a pack for your street.

It’s Easy: Prepared Businesses

Business Continuity Planning is critical to ensuring your business is able to get back on its feet as quickly as possible during a large or small disruption. Our *It’s Easy: Prepared Businesses* guide for busy small business and community organisations can be completed in 90 minutes. It walks you through the most important steps to get your organisation prepared and generates a free plan you can print and save to the cloud or your phone, or as an email attachment. Check it out at [www.getprepared.org.nz/businesses](http://www.getprepared.org.nz/businesses)

For more information visit [www.getprepared.org.nz](http://www.getprepared.org.nz)

facebook.com/WREMOnz
How would your house stand up?

A major earthquake in Wellington or Wairarapa would severely damage thousands of houses.

With a few basic upgrades, you may be able to reduce the risk of costly repairs and enjoy a home that protects you and your family through disaster.